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In February '97, the Japanese Space Agency ISAS launched the first space

VLBI satellite, HALCA, with an 8 meter diameter wire mesh antenna and

radio astronomy receivers capable of observing at 1.6, 4.8, and 22 Ghz. In

a 560 by 21000 km orbit with a 6 hour period and 31 degree inclination, it

observes celestial radio sources in conjunction with a world wide network

of ground radio telescopes as part of an international collaborative effort

which includes facilities in Japan, the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Europe.

JPL is providing tracking and navigation support using a dedicated subnet

of 11 meter antennas as well as co-observations using the DSN 70 meter

antennas. This paper describes the spacecraft dynamics model and orbit

determination strategies developed to meet the stringent trajectory accu-

racy requirements for generating predicts for the transfer of a stable uplink

frequency to the spacecraft and for determining reconstructed orbits for

delivery to the NRAO VLBI correlator and the international VLBI science

community.

INTRODUCTION

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) techniques have been extensively used from

ground based radio telescopes to map celestial radio sources. The angular resolution is

limited by the maximum baseline between sites, which for Earth based antennas, is the

diameter of the Earth. Longer baselines and thus increased resolution and sensitivity can be

attained by placing one of the antennas in Earth orbit. In February 97 the Japanese Institute

of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) launched the first VLBI Space Observatory

Program (VSOP) satellite using the newly developed M-V launch vehicle. A second VLBI

satellite, P_adioastron, is scheduled to be launched by the Russian Space Agency in the year

2000. The ISAS satellite, renamed HALCA, is an 800 kg spacecraft with an 8 meter diameter
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California under contract to National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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wiremeshantennaand radio astronomy receivers capable of observing radio sources at 1.6,

4.8 and 22 Ghz. HALCA was initially injected into a 200 by 21000 km orbit. Three perigee

raising maneuvers placed HALCA into a 560 by 21000 km orbit with a 6 hour period and

31 degree inclination. Approximately two weeks after launch, the critical deployment of

the 8 meter mesh antenna was successfully completed. Perigee, initially in the northern

hemisphere for communications with the command site in Japan during the orbit transfer,

precesses at a rate of 0.96 degrees per day. Communication for commanding and engineering

data is at S-band (2.3 Ghz). VLBI science data and two-way Doppler are collected at Ku-

band frequency (15.3 Ghz).

The Space VLBI program is an international collaborative effort which includes fa-

cilities in Japan, the U.S., Canada, Australia, and Europe. ISAS provided the spacecraft

and the launch vehicle, and is responsible for operating the spacecraft and coordinating

the observation sequence of the orbiting antenna with the network of tracking stations and

radio telescopes. The U.S. has constructed a network of dedicated Orbiting VLBI tracking

stations to support the space VLBI missions, is providing Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)

tracking and navigation services, co-observation with the Deep Space Network (DSN) 70-

meter antennas, and correlation using facilities of National P_dio Astronomy Observatory

The VLBI observation requires lengthy uninterrupted reception of a radio signal at

the radio telescope receiving sites. During the VLBI session, uplink phase control must be

maintained for the ground to spacecraft link. To satisfy this requirement for nearly contin-

uous contact, a world wide network of five Ku-band tracking stations has been committed

to supporting the mission. The DSN has constructed an Orbiting VLBI subnet of three 11

meter stations at sites in Goldstone, Madrid, and Australia. A 14 meter antenna at the

NKAO Green Bank site was modified to support HALCA and a new 10 meter station was

constructed by ISAS at the Japanese Usuda site. The tracking stations transfer a stable

uplink reference frequency to HALCA, record the VLBI data which is downlinked in real

time from the spacecraft and collect two-way Ku-band Doppler for orbit determination.

This paper describes the orbit determination strategies developed at JPL to satisfy

the predicts and reconstruction accuracy requirements. Orbit determination for the Space

VLBI missions is unique because it involves a highly elliptic Earth orbiter with relatively

stringent prediction and reconstruction accuracy requirements. These requirements are

dictated by the characteristics of the Ku-band tracking stations and the correlation process.

The primary data type for determining the orbit is the two-way Ku-band Doppler which

is generated by the reference phase transfer operation. The most challenging aspect of the

strategy entailed modelling the dynamic effects due to solar pressure and drag acting on the

8 meter mesh antenna. The next section describes the source of the accuracy requirements

and details of the support plan. Dynamic and observation models and estimation strategies

are discussed in subsequent sections.
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Predicts
Position

Velocity

Reconstruction
Position

Velocity(22Ghz)

Velocity(5Ghz)

Acceleration(WeakSources)

Phase Residual(WeakSources)

Acceleration(RoutineOps)

Phase Residual(RoutineOps)

170 m

27 cm/s

80 m

0.43 cm/s
1.9 cm/s
6 x 10-s m/s 2
1.2 turn

4 x 10-r m/s 2
14 rnrn

Table 1: HALCA ORBIT ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS (1 SIGMA)

MISSION SUPPORT

Navigation Accuracy Requirements

The Space VLBI missions have science and operational objectives which translate into

comparatively stringent navigation requirements. A continuous uplink of a ground reference

frequency is required to provide a stable reference for the on-board receiver. This signal

is the source of the timing information for the VLBI data received at the spacecraft. The

uplink is phase compensated to remove the effects of the uplink Doppler shift. This signal is

coherently retransmitted by the spacecraft to the tracking site where a predicted downlink

Doppler shift is removed to minimize the ground receiver tracking loop degradation. The

phase is sampled at the tracking site 400 times per second which translates into a require-

ment that the error in the predicted received frequency at the spacecraft be less than 175

Hz (3 sigma).

Table 1 summarizes the (one sigma) accuracy requirements imposed by the U.S. Space

VLBI project for the predicted and reconstructed orbits. Accuracies for predicted orbits

are based on translating the frequency error into equivalent position and velocity errors.

Position, velocity, (and acceleration) requirements are expressed as one-dimensional errors.

The predicted velocity error represents the component along the tracking station to space-

craft line of sight and the predicted position error the component along the projection of

the velocity vector in the plane of sky. Accuracies for reconstruction orbits are defined for

the component along the direction to the observed radio source.

Requirements for the reconstructed orbit, derived by R. Linfield (Ref. 1), are governed

by the the design of the VLBA correlator. The limit of 128 delay lags per frequency channel

translates into an 80 meters (1-sigma) reconstruction requirement. The velocity error is

fixed by the maximum fringe rate of the correlator. The requirement for the acceleration

accuracies (Ref. 2) is expressed for routine viewing of strong and intermediate strength

sources and for viewing of weak sources. The most stringent acceleration accuracies result
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from experiments for mapping weak sources at 5 GHz with integration times greater than

300 seconds. The acceleration error is the resulting rms error derived from fitting the phase

residuals at the correlator to a first order polynomial. The error can either be expressed as

a residual (after the fit) phase error or as a one-dimensional pseudo acceleration error. The

latter interpretation is based on equivalencing the second order error to an acceleration.

Since reconstruction requirements are defined by the characteristics of the VLBI cor-

relator, the requirements are only meaningful when HALCA is observing a radio source. A

minimum spacecraft altitude of 2500 km is assumed for usable VLBI data. (Reconstruction

accuracy requirements imposed by ISAS are significantly less stringent (-,_ 800 meters) due

to the difference in design of ISAS correlator which processes station and spacecraft signals

in separate passes.)

Navigation Operations Procedures

Extensive coordinationbetween JPL navigation,the ISAS Mission Control Center,

and the ISAS navigationcenterisrequiredfor orbitdetermination.ISAS providesJPL a

sequence ofeventswith informationneeded to model spacecraftdynamics, and the times of

any thrustereventsand momentum dumps. This includesHALCA Antenna pointingangles

and a scheduleforradio sourceobservations.Twiceeach week JPL navigationgeneratesa 7

day predictedorbitusingthe Doppler data receiveddailyfrom the DSN OrbitingVLBI and

Green Bank stations.The predictedtrajectoryis deliveredto the DSN and Green Bank

sites.(ISAS navigationisresponsiblefordeliveringpredictsto the Japanese stations.)The

agenciesexchange trackingdata and orbitsolutionsweekly. Since the reconstructedorbit

isdeliveredone week from the time of the lastdata point collected,trackingfrom allsites,

includingUsuda, isavailablefororbitdetermination.Reconstructed orbitscoveringa seven

day span are deliveredin a standard portableformat to the U.S. Space VLBI Projectfor

use at the VLBI correlators.

Navigation Operation Tools

In the early stages of designing an operating system to support orbit determination, it

became apparent that graphical user interfaces (GUI) were needed to simplify case setup

and execution. The GUIs created enable the user to visualize the processing activities for

the current week in the context of prior weeks' activities. A new case can be initialized

using a designated previous case as a reference. Other data which must be updated, for

example the ISAS file containing the HALCA antenna pointing angles, is acquired from the

U.S. Space VLBI project. Access to three different computer platforms is provided by GUIs

to gather all the data needed to setup a new case.

As data are gathered in preparation for trajectory product generation, a visualization

program displays: (1) station view periods, planned tracking times, and tracking data

currently available; (2) spacecraft 8 meter antenna source pointing and VLBI activities; (3)

the time when various trajectory events occur, e.g., periapsis, apoapsis, and eclipses. From
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Figure 1: Sample GUI Used in the HALCA Operations

this it is possible to easily verify that the necessary data are available. Then navigation

software is activated through other GUIs, including a menu driven interactive data selection

and display program for orbit estimation and solution validation.

When trajectory products are created, other GUIs are used to transfer them to the

proper platform, a DSN computer for predicts generation and a U.S. Space VLBI computer.

The later is accessed by Green Bank, users of the NRAO VLBI correlator, or other members

of the VLBI science community.

Overall, the GUIs have reduced the processing time by a factor of four. They provide

efficient ways to gather the information needed to conduct and validate the orbit deter-

mination activities and disseminate navigation products. Figure 1 demonstrates a sample

GUI used in HALCA operations.

MODELS FOR ORBIT DETERMINATION

Dynamic Models

Precision orbit determination requires detailed models for the spacecraft dynamics and

the observations. A primary factor contributing to the orbit determination difficulty for

HALCA is the uncertainty in modelling the nongravitational accelerations. This includes
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Figure2: HALCA Structure

the effects of solar pressure acting on the large antenna and solar panels, atmospheric drag at

periapsis passage, autonomous thruster firings for transfer to and from safe hold mode, and

any outgassing effects. The dominant nongravitational acceleration is expected to be the

solar pressure. Modelling this requires a measure of the effective area of the "transparent"

mesh VLBI antenna, knowledge of the orientation and the reflectivity properties of the

antenna and other spacecraft components. Because only apriori values for these parameters

were available prior to launch, our estimation strategy initially attempted to improve the

values during the early phases of the mission.

JPL's Double Precision Orbit Determination Program (DPODp) (Ref. 3, 4) is used

to model spacecraft dynamics and observations. The trajectory is expressed in the J2000

Solar System Barycentric Reference frame. The spacecraft dynamics models for HALCA

include the following:

, central body perturbation due to the Earth and third body perturbations due to Sun,

Moon and planets (JPL Ephemeris DE403 is the source of masses and ephemeris )

• General relativistic effects due to Earth, Sun, and Moon using Solar System Barycen-

tric formulation

• Earth geopotential model JGM3 50 x 50 (truncated from 70 x 70)

• Solid Earth Tide Deformation

• Solar pressure acceleration modeled using antenna, solar panels, and bus components

• Atmospheric drag using a Harris Priester atmosphere

Spacecraft Component Model
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The key to modellingthe nongravitationalaccelerationsdue to drag and solarpressure

isto decompose the complex physicalstructureof the HALCA spacecraftinto fiverepre-

sentativecomponent areas. These include the 8 meter mesh antenna, solarpanels,and

three flatplateswhich are used to model the centralbus. The structuresare definedin an

orthogonal spacecraftfixedframe as shown in Figure2 with the antenna bore sightedalong

the Z axis,and the solarpanels,which rotateabout the Y axis,orientedso that the front

sideof the panel facesthe Sun. Orientationinformationforthe spacecraftisobtained from

the radio sourceobserving schedulingwhich definesthe spacecraftZ direction.Approxi-

mate valuesofthe solarpressureconstants(i.e.,the diffuseand spectralrefiectivities)were

availablebeforelaunch along with an estimate of 85 to 90% antenna transparency. This

estimateofthe antenna transparencywas revisedduring the earlyphase ofmissionto 65%.

The total solar radiation force, Fsota_, experienced by spacecraft is expressed as

.CslKsotar s

F,ozo,= (
i=l

(1)

where Csl is the solar flux at one AU, Ksot,,,. is the shadow factor, Rsp is the Sun-probe

distance, Ai is the area of spacecraft component i, and fi(_i, ui, ¢i...) a collective function

of specular and diffuse reflectivity coefficients,/_i and ui, illumination angle ¢i and others

(shape, i.e., flat plate or parabolic antenna) of each spacecraft component i. The effective

area for each component is determined from knowledge of the spacecraft orientation. The

Harris-Priester atmosphere (HP) model is used for computing the atmospheric drag force

on HALCA. The total atmospheric drag force, Farm, is expressed in terms of the drag

coefficient CD, the atmospheric density, Patm, and the effective cross-sectional area Ai of

spacecraft component i in the direction of the body-fixed spacecraft velocity vector Vsc as

Measurement Models

The Doppler observables from the dedicated DSN Orbiting VLBI stations, Green Bank,

and the ISAS stations are modeled using the differenced range formulation in the DPODP.

The transformation of the location of the tracking station from body fixed to inertial co-

ordinates includes polar motion calibrations and UT1-TAI timing corrections, solid Earth

tides, and an Earth center of mass correction. Troposphere calibrations are computed using

a seasonal model. The Earth Orientation file is the source of polar motion and timing data.

Although the uplink frequency is continuously varying to compensate for the uplink

Doppler shift, software at the receiving station transforms the accumulated phase data

to the equivalent phase for a constant uplink frequency. Consequently, a constant uplink

frequency is assumed in the computation of the Doppler shift. The Doppler is sampled

every 10 seconds and compressed to 60 seconds.
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Parameter Predicted Reconstructed A-Prlorl

Strategy Strategy a

Constant Parameters

epoch state

positionfl:m)

velocity(km/sec)

solar radiation coefficient

/Ji

v_

atmospheric drag coefficient

Co

Stochastic Parameters

stochasticacceleration

s/C x(tm/sec2)
S/C Y_m/sec 2)

sic z(_/se_)

V
,/

,/
,/

V

V
V

,/
V
V

_/ parameter is estimated

Table 2: ESTIMATED PARAMETERS

10 5

10 2

5 x I0°

10-*o

10-*o

10-,o

ESTIMATION METHODS

Uncertaintiesof solarpressure,atmospheric drag, and nonsphericalgeopotentialper-

turbationsare the major contributorsto the errorsin estimatingthe orbit.Analysis by

Tapley etal. (Ref. 5),demonstrated that the JGM3 gravityfieldsignificantlyreduced the

errorsdue to gravitymismodelling. Use ofthisfieldreduced the errorsdue to the gravity

mismodelling to acceptablelevels,directingour attentionto developingestimationstrate-

giesto reduce the mismodelling effectsof solarpressure,atmospheric drag,and othersmall

forces.

Estimation strategies to determine the HALCA orbit are based on the results of co-

variance studies and modelling sensitivity studies (Ref. 6-10) conducted at JPL and ISAS.

The goal of the navigation task is to create simple and efficient orbit determination strate-

gies to meet the accuracy requirements of the predicted and reconstructed trajectories. To

meet these requirements, different data processing and filtering strategies were developed

for orbit prediction and reconstruction.

Predicted Filter Strategy

The objective of predicted trajectory generation is to provide a trajectory which satisfies

the 175 Hz (3 sigma) accuracy requirement for tracking station frequency predicts. The

strategy focuses on estimating the minimum parameter set consistent with achieving valid

mapping results.

A six day data arc is used with a simple single batch filter (subsequently called the
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predicted filter strategy) to estimate the spacecraft epoch state and selected solar pressure

and atmospheric drag parameters (see Table 2, column 2). Values of estimated parameters

are constrained to maintain "realistic" values of the spacecraft dynamic constants. The new

estimated values form the basis of integrating the predicted, one week trajectory. Nominally,

the predicted orbit is updated twice each week and delivered to the DSN and Green Bank.

Reconstructed Filter Strategy

The objective of trajectory reconstruction is to determine the best local fit within the

data arc. Reconstructed solutions are initiated using the results of the predicted filter

strategy. There are several advantages gained in starting from the solution obtained by

the predicted filter strategy, namely, (1) easy setup (same data arc); (2) updated dynamic

models (i.e., estimates); (3) un-corrupted observables; and (4) reduced nonlinearities. Using

the same data arc as the predicted filter strategy, a stochastic process can be utilized to

refine the spacecraft ephemeris.

Typically, the reconstructed orbit is determined by fitting a data arc of 6 clays while

maintaining a two to three day overlap between the data arcs of each reconstructed orbit.

Position and velocity differences in the overlapping data arcs are used as a measure of

the solution accuracy. Orbit reconstruction uses a batch-sequential filter (subsequently

referred to as reconstructed filter strategy) and smoother driven by process noise to reduce

the sensitivity of orbit solutions to dynamic mismodelling effects. The reconstructed filter

strategy features: (1) a six day data arc; (2) three hour batches; (3) epoch state formulation;

and (4) stochastic three dimensional acceleration estimation (see Table 2, column 3). A

Markov first order colored noise model is used for stochastic process noise with a constant

value assumed in each batch interval and a three day correlation time.

The process noise sigma, a, can be expressed in terms of the steady state sigma, ass ,

the batch length _T, and the correlation time, T, of the form

a = assX/1 - e -26T/_ (3)

Optimum smoothed estimates are determined by a batch-sequential filter/smoother algo-

rithm developed by Bierman (Ref. 11). Reconstructed orbits are delivered weekly covering

the 7 day period of the previous week.

Table 2 summarizes the estimated parameters in the predicted and reconstructed fil-

ter strategies. The dynamic parameters, solar pressure and atmospheric drag coefficients

are estimated as constant parameters in the predicted filter and updated later in the recon-

structed filter. Typically, for a six day data arc, three hour batches and three day correlation

times are used in the HALCA reconstructed filter strategy. For simplicity and efficiency,

three dimensional accelerations are estimated as stochastic parameters. It has been proven

that this simple design is adequate to absorb the dynamic mismodellings.

Figure 3 illustrates the iteration procedure for the correlated stochastic process. The

process noise time update is performed at the end of each batch and the pseudo-epoch
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Figure 3: Stochastic Iteration Block Diagram

stateXk and the processnoise (stochastic)parameters ]3kare mapped to batch (k + 1).

The smoothing coefficients(Ref. 12) (Cw, Cx, Cv)k+1, are alsogenerated and saved for

backward smoothing. The symbol " representsparameters updated with new measure-

ments. By recursivelyapplying the measurement updates and time updates, the square

rootinformationfilter(SRIF) matrix forthe lastbatch,n, can be obtained.Along with the

estimates,covariance,and smoothing coefficients,Bierman's improved Rauch-Tung-Streibel

(RTS) smoothing algorithmisthen appliedrecursivelyto obtainthe smoothed epoch-state

-_0and smoothed processnoiseparameters (13o...]3_).The symbol - representsbackward

smoothed estimates,_p isthe statetransitionmapping matrix,M isa diagonalcorrelation

matrix, W isfilterprocessnoise,and m isthe number of stochasticiterations.Typically,

convergenceof the stochasticprocesstakes threeto fiveiterations.

NAVIGATION RESULTS

This sectionsummarizes the orbitdetermination resultsfortrajectorypredictionand

reconstructionactivities.The performance of the estimation strategiesisillustratedby

plotsof Doppler residualsand estimated valuesof selecteddynamical constants.Plotsof

positionand velocitydifferencesduring overlappingsegments ofreconstructedtrajectories

are alsoused as a means forevaluatingthe accuracy oftheseorbits.

Prediction Results

For the predictedstrategy,constant valuesare estimatedfor the drag, CD, and solar

pressurereflectivityparameters/zi and ui,for selectedcomponents. These estimatesare

compromised, however, due to limitationsin the abilityto update the effectivearea as

the spacecraftorientationchanges. Figure 4(a) plotsthe historyof the atmospheric drag

coefficientestimates,CD, for a fivemonth span. The seculartrend may be attributed

to seasonalchanges. The fluctuationsmay be due to (1) short term atmospheric density

changes,(2)compromised effectiveantenna transparencyvaluesas describedabove and/or,

(3)incorrectspacecraftattitudeinformation.

Similarly, Figure 4(b) plots the history of estimates for the solar radiation coefficient

of the solar panels. The mean value of specular reflectivity coefficient is about 0.35. The
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Figure 5: Predicted Filter Strategy, Ku-band Two-Way Doppler Post-Fit Residuals(a) and

One-Week Predicted Residuals(b)
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Figure 6: Estimates of StochasticAcceleration,km/sec 2

spikesfrom the middle of September through the middle of October are caused by incorrect

attitudeinformation.The fluctuationsmay reflectthe effectiveantenna area mismodeUing
describedabove.

Figure 5(a) shows typicalpost-fitDoppler residualsfrom the predictedfilterstrat-

egy. Tracking data isfrom multipletrackingstations.The data signaturesimply dynamic

mismodelling isstillpresent. As discussedin previous sections,the main purpose of this

strategyis not to obtain a perfectlocalfit,but to obtain reasonableglobalestimatesof

spacecraftconstantswhich can be used to generatea one-week satelliteephemeris thatwill

meet the accuracy requirements.

Figure 5(b) shows typicalpredicted Doppler residualsfor one week. Over thisspan

the mean residualis80 mm/sec with the maximum deviationsoccurringnear periapsis(for

Ku-band two-way Doppler, 1 mm/sec = 0.0947I/z).The staa_dardprocedure isto update

the predictsevery threeor four days,in which casethe mean residualisabout 40 mm/sec.

Reconstruction Results

To meet the more stringentorbitaccuracy requirementsforthe reconstructedorbit,a

filterstrategyusing stochasticprocessesisemployed to obtain the best possiblelocalfit.

These processesare estimatedas accelerationsalong the spacecraftX, Y, and Z directions.

The functionofthe stochasticprocessesisto absorbdynamical effectsof:(I)unmodeled

spacecraftorientation,particularlyin the intervalswhen the antenna ismoving from one

celestialsourceto another;(2) mismodeled spacecraftattitudedue to antenna area uncer-

taintyand incorrectattitudeinformation;(3)shortterm dynamic perturbations,especially

atmosphericdensityfluctuations,higherordernonsphericalgeopotentialmismodeUings, and

otherunmodeled small accelerations.A historyofstochasticaccelerationisshown in Figure

6. The largeinitialbiasesin the September 1997 estimates,were due to an intervalin which

there was no trackingdata. Recallthat the initialsetup of reconstructedfilterstrategy
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Figure7: Reconstructed Filter Ku-band Two-Way Doppler Residuals
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Figure 8: Reconstructed Trajectory Relative Errors along the observing direction

inherits the results of predicted filter strategy. For instance, Figure 5(a) shows the post-fit

Doppler residuals of the predicted filter strategy and it also represents pre-fit residuals of

a reconstructed case. Figure 7 shows the post-fit reconstructed Doppler residuals for this

case. Obviously, the reconstructed filter strategy has significantly improved the local fit by

a factor of 5. All tracking data is compressed to 60 second count time except for the one

pass with the largest data noise which is 1 second. Normally, 0.1 mm/sec data noise is

expected for a count time of 60 seconds.

Evaluation of the reconstructed accuracy is based on differencing the overlapping seg-

ment of two reconstructed trajectories. Figure 8 shows the relative errors for a typical

week. The symbol _--_ indicates spans corresponding to navigation only passes or passes

in which science observations are collected. The peaks in the plot correspond to periapsis

and apoapsis. The maximum relative position error is 8 meters and the maximum relative
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error is 2 mm/sec for this case. Figure 9 plots the estimate of the maximum reconstructed

orbit errors for a five month span. The maximum position error is approximately 20 meters

and the maximum velocity error 6 mm/sec. It should be noted that the maximum errors

(ie. the spikes in Fig 9) correspond to either time spans in which there is no tracking

data or periods for which the spacecraft attitude is unknown. The most critical test of

the reconstructed orbit accuracy is the use of the orbit for the VLBI correlation process.

Exceeding the requirements would result in a failure to correlate the VLBI data collected

at the spacecraft or in excessive correlator run times. The successful trouble-free use of the

reconstructed orbits at the correlator is another demonstration of the ability to satisfy the

accuracy requirements.

CONCLUSIONS

HALCA is the first mission to extend VLBI techniques to incorporate an observing

antenna in Earth orbit. The stringent orbit accuracy requirements for an orbiting VLBI

antenna were satisfied by developing a detailed model of the spacecraft structure to model

the drag and sol_ pressure accelerations and by developing filter strategies which reduced

the sensitivity to these effects.

For orbit prediction the best strategy was determined to be a simple batch filter which

estimated the spacecraft state and constrafined the estimates of the solar pressure and drag

para4neters. For the reconstructed orbit, a batch sequential filter/smoother was required,

in which stochastic accelerations were estimated in place of drag and solar pressure. The

accuracy of the orbit was limited by: (1) the lack of continuous tracking passes; (2) incorrect
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or incomplete knowledge of the spacecraft orientation; and (3) the absence of the data in

the vicinity of perigee. The VLBI correlation process, which is very sensitive to any errors

in the orbit estimates, was able to successfully utilize the reconstructed orbits to produce

the expected high resolution images of the observed sources. The modeling and filtering

strategies developed for HALCA are expected to be useful for application to other missions

such as Russian Radioastron VLBI mission and the Space Interferometry Mission which

have stringent navigation accuracy requirements and complex spacecraft dynamics.
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